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In the last lines of the previous passage we have left the old couple engaged in an 
imagined dance; ALP  hoping to wake the withdrawn HCE.  But with no results, 
it seems.  So that we can hear her shout:

621.8:   Isma!

Now we are told that “isma” is Arabic “listen”. And that fits the awakening context. 
But I think it legitimate for us to ask: “Why Arabian?”.  One reason might be that 
ALP is playing the role of Scheherazade, trying for the thousand and first time to 
capture the attention of her “onane” husband. But this is just the beginning. In fact, to
our ear, “isma” suggests “Ismael”, one of whose meaning is “The Lord listens”. The 
Lord is “El”, who in our word is missing. And for a good reason, since he is absent 
(deus absconditus), not responding to ALP's call. Which plunges us directly in a 
Melvillean scene (Call me Ismael), with the Libertina Parvula trying to have the 
huge bronto-ichtyan Dick (Moby) [or is it small? →  is sma(e)l?] emerge out of his 
abysmal De(a)pth.  But there is something more. If we link “isma” to the preceding 
phrase, we get “Send Arctur guiddus! Isma!” Now “guiddus-isma” reveals a Latin 
“gaudeo → gaudere” (I rejoice, to rejoice) and Italian “sisma” (earthquake). As a 
matter of fact, in “guiddus”, we may even pick up the “Guido” of Dante's famous 
sonnet:
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“Guido, i' vorrei che tu e Lapo ed io
fossimo presi per incantamento
e messi in un vasel ch'ad ogni vento
per mare andasse al voler vostro e mio.” […]

(Guido, I would wish that you and Lapo and me
were caught by magic and placed in a vessel
that, blown by any wind, could sail the sea,
obeying both your commandments and my will.)

Being a love song (three ladies will be placed in that same vessel) it suits ALP's own 
wish.  We may even extract ALP from “Lapo”. But what is more important is that 
Guido's (guiddus) surname is “Cavalcanti”, coming from the verb “cavalcare” 
(to ride), which certainly does “fit” the erotic context.  In fact, getting back to ALP's 
“isma” (s-isma), we may see her shaking hard HCE, hoping that he become like the 
“stout” Arthur Guinness, Baron Ardilaun (hard on).  But , hélas!, the ejaculation 
of HCE:

621.8:  Sft!

for sure does not sound like a thunder. That may be HCE's “soft” (Be quiet!), telling 
ALP not to be such a pain in the S(ft), shaking him like that! An annoyed and irritated
onomatopoeic puff. And, inside an Italian set, a “sfotti!” (make fun of me!) and a “si 
fotta!” (let her screw herself!). And perhaps a rude “sfatta” (decayed: feminine). It 
goes without saying that ALP turns that rough insult into a poetic “soft” verse:

621.8:   It is the softest morning that ever I
621.9:  can ever remember me. But she won't rain showerly, our Ilma.

Is she thinking of  her Romeo? (But soft, what light through yonder window breaks?) 
Or is she looking at the softest “screwed rising” she has ever seen? Well, if that's the 
case, it's sure that her pussy (Ilma) will hardly be wet (she won't rain). How can the 
puzzling “Ilma” be a pussy? Because “Ilma” points to Arabic “knowledge”, which in 
our erotic frame is to be read as “carnal knowledge” (our Ilma). Thus we find the 
whole passage locked in Scheherazade's  Arabian “knots” (Isma/Ilma).

621.09:  Yet.
621.10:  Until it's the time. And me and you have made our.  

But “Ilma” cannot be dismissed so easily. Her rain shower (rain showerly) evokes 
“Nuvoletta”, namely Issy. However, once again, how can she be linked to “Ilma”? 
Through a “r” (our)! Let me explain. “Isma/Ilma” are very similar, almost like twins; 
at any rate like sisters. They “are” (r) the same. In fact shifting “s” with “r” we get 
“Irma” which is  Portoguese (Sonnets from the)  for “sister”. Add to it that the 



consonantal shift “s/r/l” (Isma → Irma ← Ilma) lets us pick  a French “s-r → soeur” 
and an Italian “sorella → s-r-l”. Thus “Isma ↔ Ilma” shows the double aspect of Issy.
And if we bring back the missing “el” of “Isma-el”, which expresses Issy's angelic 
side (El → Elle) and look at it in her mirror we get a “le” (reversed “el”); which, 
appended to Ilma, results in “Ilma-le”, Italian “Il male” (the evil): Issy's dark, 
malicious aspect.
Thus ALP makes clear to her man that Issy's time has not come yet. And that he must 
make do with what he has, a wife who, hélas!, has made her time; as he himself has 
made his own (And me and you have made our). Once again there is a play with a 
“full stop”.  After “our” one would expect “time”, but since it is so painful to admit 
that their game is almost over, what comes after is censored, repressed, as if saying: 
“our (“.” period) is finished, period!”

621.10:  The sons of
621.11:  bursters won in the games. 

The sad result: HCE's lethargy gives credit to the explosive gossips (bursters) of the 
slanderers, those bastard (bursters  → sons of bitch) barristers (bursters) who got the 
palm of victory (won in the games).

621.11:  Still I'll take me owld Finvara for my
621.12:  shawlders.

True, the scandalmongers won, but temporarily. ALP does not get discouraged and 
she is ready for a new round of  fighting for her husband's salvation. Once again 
(Still) she is going to carry on her old shoulders (shawlders) her old lord (me owld 
Finvara). “Finvara” was in fact the High King of the Daoine Sidhe, a supernatural 
race in Irish mythology. The name reveals also “Finn father” if in “vara” we pick 
German “vater”. But if we pass to Swedish we have “finnas kvar” which is “to 
remain”; then “vara” (to be) and “finnas” (to be). Thus from “Finvara” we may 
extract a “finnas vara” (be + be), turning the old “hooting” (Howth) owl (owld) into a 
baby (be-be). And an old drunken (bebe → Latin “bibi” : I drank) ass, ass well. Why 
“ass”? Because Daoine Sidhe were also known as “aos sí” out of which it is easy to 
get “asses”. Conclusion: albeit a baby HEC remains (finnas kvar) a drunken king of 
asses. Talk about “Apotheosis ↔  Debasement”!
But ALP does not mind, she keeps being the angel whom the song (The Ould Plaid 
Shawl) sings about.

Not far from old Kinvara, in the merry month of May,
When birds were singing cheerily, there came across my way,
As if from out the sky above an angel chanced to fall, 
A little Irish cailín in an ould plaid shawl.

“out the sky ” recalls Issy (620.27), stressing thus that it is not the young maid who 
can help him, but the “awld” wife (owld / awld), who, nonetheless goes back, in her 
imagination, to her pristine youth.  A song that seems to accompany ALP's final 



words (a way a lone a last a loved a long): the “way” she is going to go “along”; 
where, all by herself (alone), she'll carry her “beloved” weight (German “Last”), 
so as to be his salvation.

621.12:  The trout will be so fine at brookfisht. With a taste
621.13:  of roly polony from Blugpuddels after. To bring out the tang of
621.14:  the tay. Is't you fain for a roost brood? Oaxmealturn, all out of
621.15:  the woolpalls! And then all the chippy young cuppinjars clutter-
621.16:  ing round us, clottering for their creams. Crying, me, grownup
621.17:  sister! Are me not truly?

So, once again,  ALP is ready to start from scratch. The beginning of a new day: the 
morning breakfast (brookfisht), first for the husband, then for the children (chippy 
young cuppinjars), who, out of their beds (woolpalls → pallets) start fighting, rowdy 
(cluttering round us) and demanding (clottering for their creams) and selfish (Crying, 
me, grownup sister!). There will be fish (trout), sausage (polony), black pudding 
(Blugpuddels), toast (roost brood → German Röstbrot), oatmeal (Oaxmealturn), 
cream (creams). But  behind this domestic scene we can peep at (pipette) an erotic 
one: the description of ALP's defloration and of her insemination. She wants HCE to 
re-member the beginning of their love story.
The fish, either a “trout” or, more fitting, a brook trout (brook-fisht), which is a 
salmon, is an obvious phallic symbol. Its Latin name is “Salvelinus fontinalis ”, 
where we may detect both “salvation” and “fount” (→ ALP). Breakfast (brookfisht) 
is the breaking of the fast (abstinence) and the phallic salmon's pleasure (The trout 
will be so fine) in “breaking” it (brookfisht → defloration), with his erected (roly 
polony → roly poly → Italian “misirizzi” : let it stand up) member (polony → 
sausage), causing unavoidable bloody results  (Blugpuddels after). “taste” can even 
allude to oral sex; and mixed with “Blugpuddels” might resonate with “Budapest → 
Blug/Buda + Taste/Pest”. And if “puddels” is “battle” it might hint at “the battle of 
Buda” (1541), when Suleiman the Great conquered the city. Thus the great Dubliner 
(Blugpuddels → Black Pool → Dublin) is equated to the Ottoman Turko the Terrible 
(Suleiman ↔  Salmon). It goes without saying that “blood is thicker than water” 
(To bring out the tang of  the tay), that “sanguine sex” (Blugpuddels) tastes (tang and 
tongue) much better than what looks like tea (tay). An amusing wink at Ulysses? 
(When I makes tea I makes tea, as old mother Grogan said. And when I makes water 
I makes water.)

621.14:  Is't you fain for a roost brood?

No “toast” here but a “rooster” (roost), a cock ready to “breed” (brood). Isn't that 
what he should be? (Is't you fain → Irish: Is tú féin →  It is yourself ). Isn't he “eager”
(fain) to make her pregnant (brood)?

621.14:  Oaxmealturn, all out of
621.15:  the woolpalls!



“Oaxmealturn” is a whirlpool (woolpalls) of allusions. There is first “Oxmantown”, 
the Viking part of Dublin, then “alturn” pointing to German “altern : to grow old, to 
senesce” and to “Alter” (old man → husband, partner); and there is of course the 
“turning of the mill” (mealturn) which recalls “Hamlet's mill” of  the Prose Edda, 
being a kenning for “sea”; and combined with the whirlpool (woolpalls) it forms a 
“Maelstrom”. We have then a Latin “me alterum: another me ”, namely “her better 
half / her husband”. But all of these semantic fields are prefixed by a “hoax” (Oax). 
So, putting all that together, we see ALP morphing her senescent “fake” (Oax) 
husband, the emasculated “ox”, into a whirlwind mythical Viking, by whom she 
expects that he make his seed (Oaxmeal → hoax oatmeal) blow up from the whirlpool
(woolpalls) of his warm and hairy (wool) balls (palls → Italian “palle”; which, by the 
way, may be idiomatic “hoax”).  

621.15:  And then all the chippy young cuppinjars clutter-
621.16:  ing round us, clottering for their creams. Crying, me, grownup
621.17:  sister! 

And that is exactly what happens. A school of spermatozoa (chippy young cuppinjars)
fighting their way (c-lutter-ing → French : lutter /  c-lotte-ring → Italian: lotte) 
towards the savoury egg (their creams), since only one of them will reach the goal 
(Crying, me, grownup sister!). “creams” perhaps recalling the “Crimean war” and 
their “charge” being like that of “the light brigade”. The round “sister” being of 
course bigger (grownup)  than the spermatozoa's round head. I can hear you: but why 
“cuppinjars” = spermatozoa? For the simple reason that they recall the “cunaiform 
school of herring” (524.20), “flipping their little coppingers” (524.27), “all of a 
libidous pickpuckparty” (524.35) the “reverend Coppinger, he visualises” in 525.01.

621.17:  Are me not truly?

Of course this may allude to the “chips of the old block” (chippy young cuppinjars), 
as the revered/reverend HCE was wont to say; but more probably, in their struggle, 
ALP recognizes her own stubborn determination to hit the bull's eye. 

621.17:  Lst!

The sleeping HCE keeps showing his “ennui”. Does the French assonance remind 
him (so annoyed) of Rimbaud and his poem on vowels? In fact we might fill the 
empty slot with “a-e-i-o-u”, getting thus a “last, lest, list, lost, lust” which might be 
a shorthand rendering of “Cut it (last), lest you list my 'Get lost', lusty slut”.

621.17:  Only but, theres a but, you must
621.18:  buy me a fine new girdle too, nolly. When next you go to Market
621.19:  Norwall. They're all saying I need it since the one from Isaacsen's
621.20:  slooped its line.



But  ALP is ready to turn that suite of insults into a Lisztean (Lst) suite. In “theres a 
but” we may in fact extract a “Theres+a” who might be “Princess Therese von 
Hohenlohe ”, whom Liszt, when in Duino, near Trieste, dedicated a song “La Perla” 
(The pearl); in which, o coincidence, we may find ALP (LA Perla). It seems she was 
a very generous lady,  nicknamed  “the Saint of Duino”. Had Joyce any notice of 
that? In any case there is another “Theresa”;  and inside the erotic set, she might be 
Teresa of Avila (we'll meet “avilky” in 621.21) in her Berninean mystic ecstasy:

However the “butting → but...but” from such a wild beast (ther → Greek θήρ) has 
been so devastating that she needs a new “girdle”, a second one (too → two). In fact 
since “Therese has a butt” (theres a but) she may have been conquered that way too, 
by her Old Noll (→ Cromwell → nolly → diminutive of Oliver ) remembering the 
Shakespearean “Play the maid's part, still answer nay, and take it”, from Richard III 
(3,7).  “Nay” pointing to a ribald “nolly” which could be Italian “non lì” (not there). 
And that should shut up what slanders say, namely that the beast (ther) is (es) a fag 
(but → butt) and a nullity (nolly). 
The “girdle”, in its circularity, covering both “front” and “back”. As a matter of fact 
it recalls a passage from Homer's Iliad, XIV, when Hera tries to stir Zeus's carnal 
senses. As Pope refers in the argument of his translation: “Juno deceives Jupiter by 
the girdle of Venus.” ALP's  “girdle” had been worn out (slooped its line) when the 
twins (Isaacsen's) were born; that's why HCE has to make it new, divesting himself 
from his King Mark traits (Market Norwall → Mark of Corwall), assuming those of 
Tristram's and “butting out” the Isaac (→ old sterile patriarch) he has become; like 
the “kidscad” of  page 3, at the very beginning of Finnegans Wake : “kidscad 
buttended a bland old isaac” (003.11).

621.20: Mrknrk?

Well, it seems that what ALP stirred is only confusion. “Market Norwall ” must have 
upset the dormant HCE. Did he hear something about a “monarch” (M [rk] nrk) 
whose name is “Mark of Norway”?  Who the mark is he? Did he hear “Conor” (knr)?
Is he Roderic O' Connor, last king of Ireland? Did he hear “an ark” (nrk)? Was that 
the “sloop” that lost its line (slooped its line). Did he hear “Ragnarock” (rknrk) , the 
twilight of the gods? What kind of murky nonsense is she talking about?



621.20:  Fy arthou ! 

ALP's reaction is very violent: “Fie on you” or “Fie art thou” (You are the Shame). 
And she adds that he is a “fairy”, like Morgan le Fay, a sacrilegious “Fairy Arthur” 
which can also explain the “soft morning”, since morning is German “Morgen” 
which morphs easily into Morgan.  Moreover he is also a “fart” (Fy art). That's for 
what regards Debasement.  But then comes ALP's rescuing side (Apotheosis), this 
time using French: “Fierté” (Fy arthou ! Dignity, Pride!), which in blazonry is applied
to the teeth of whales;  in our case to HCE's brontoichtyan form. And passing to 
Italian she says “Fai Artù” : “Do (play the role) of Arthur”, who, as we remember, is 
the Arcturos, guardian of Ursa Maior, already met in a previous passage; and  Celtic 
Arctos-wir, “bear man”. In fact, shifting to a Celtic language, Welsh instead of King 
Mark's Cornish (in this case not a cocky but a cuckold language, since Italian “corni” 
[horns] points to “cornuto” [cuckold]), we have “Fy = my” and “arth = bear”, thus 
“My bear you are!”

621.20:  Come ! Give me your great
621.21:  bearspaw, padder avilky, fol a miny tiny. Dola. Mineninecy-
621.22:  handsy, in the languo of flows. That's Jorgen Jargonsen. But you
621.23:  understood, nodst? I always know by your brights and shades.

Now,  due to the failure of the automatic rising, ALP must shift to manual control, 
which goes on up to the end (621.20-33), triggering fireworks not of double, but of 
dodecantendres quite hardly to disentangle. At any rate the basic image is that of a 
teasing handjob, starting from the initial “bearspaw”, directly linked to the just 
mentioned “bear”, which plunges us straight into the tricky set, with its allusion 
to the false hairy skin through which Jacob deceives Isaac; expressly  referred to by 
“Here's where the falskin begins” (621.25) . The whole is described via a colossal 
jargon (Jorgen Jargonsen → a Danish adventurer), common to the two protagonists 
(J & J → I & I), “J J” a gorgeous allusion, of course, to James Joyce; and to the 
above mentioned Juno and Jove, introduced by a symphony of flowers (languo of 
flows) that surround their love making:

Glad Earth perceives, and from her bosom pours
Unbidden herbs, and voluntary flowers ;
Thick new-born violets a soft carpet spread,
And clustering lotos swelled the rising bed,
And sudden hyacinths the turf bestrow,
And flamy crocus made the mountain glow.

“the languo of flows” hints at  the J-apanese language of flowers and  at the languid 
(languo) caresses (Puccini's “languide carezze”) of the J-talian tongue (languo → 
lingua) of J-ohn Florio (→ flower), famous for his English-Italian Dictionary “Queen
Anna's New World of Words – 1611”. Last not least it hints at George Eliot's (Mary 
Ann Evans) “The Mill on the Floss”(flows), in which two of  the main characters are 
“Maggie” and a hunchback: Philip “Wakem”.



Now, going back to “bearspaw”, we may pick up an “Araspe” (arspaw), a character 
common in XVIII century operas, as for example in Jommelli's (note the J) “Didone 
abbandonata” (Abandoned Dido); Araspe's arias being sung by castratos. So that 
“be-arspaw” sounds like “Be an Araspe” thus  “a castrato bear”. Depicting the present
state of the inert HCE, addressed with an interesting epithet “padder avilky”; where 
we dig out an Irish “Patrick” and an “avick → my son” which, added to a father 
(padder → Italian Padre), brings back to memory Father O' Flynn, whom, the song 
says, is a “Father avick” and “the flowr of them all”. And since Scottish “ilk” is 
“each” he is also the “father of each(one)”, like old Abraham, the  grand-father 
(Latin “avus”). But he is also the son (avick) of the same ilk. 
Moreover we find  Russian references: “великий    velìki   great → → ” and “вилки →
vilki → forks”; so he is the great father holding his fork (three pronged HCE) which 
can also be Jove's bolts. But Norwegian “padde” is “toad”, thus the frog of the 
fairytale waiting for the kiss of the princess to become “a man” again. A “mann-ikin” 
in her hands? All this accompanied by a series of notes “fol a miny tiny. Dola” 
(fa-sol-la-mi-si-do-la). I have no idea whether this sequence point to a specific music;
but, placed beside the “languo” of Father O' Flynn, it may hint at a “Pange lingua” 
(Sing, o tongue) sung by a delicate castrato. The lyrics, though, are somewhat 
different. Let us give a closer look:

621.21:  fol a miny tiny. Dola. Mineninecy-
621.22:  handsy,

 In “fol a miny tiny” we can hear Italian “fola” (fable, stupid tale, fake news) and a 
“minutino” (little minute). As for “Dola” it points to Italian “doglia, duole / dole → 
hurting”; whereas “Mineninecyhandsy” to “my nice hand/s”. So ALP is asking HCE 
to let her nice innocent hands grasp his huge and hairy paw for a little moment 
(fol a miny tiny). Since he seems to hesitate she invites him to (Dola →  Italian dàlla 
→ give it). But when his paw presses her nice little hand he hurts (dola → duole) her.
Of course that may be a tricky way (fola) to hide more ribald images. In fact “miny 
tiny” may also hint at Italian “monetina” (small coin), that may be easily changed 
into a “tiny cunt”, since Triestine “mona”  is “cunt”; and “tina” a term of endearment.
Then we have “dola/dolina” which is Slovene for an ambiguous “sinkhole”; which, if
put beside “Mineninecyhandsy” (Nancy Hands: name of “The Hole in the Wall”, a 
pub near Phoenix Park), underlines the anatomical reference, although suffused by an
aura of “innocence” (Min-eninecyhandsy). With “cyhandsy” that points to “C and C”. 
Thus the note ( C = do) is imperative “Do” and Italian “dò” (I give); and  “C = sì”  
as well, meaning “yes”. The whole resulting in an explicit, albeit concealed: “Do, do! 
Yes, yes! Fill (fol) fully (German “voll”) my tiny pussy”. 
Nine times over (nine cyhandsy → nine C and C).

621.22:  But you
621.23:  understood, nodst? I always know by your brights and shades.



He certainly does understand their jargon, as she can tell from his facial chiaroscuro 
(brights and shades) expressions. Here there might be a further allusion to the above 
mentioned Jove/Juno scene, although in a definitely ironic “contrappasso”:

At length with love and sleep's soft power oppressed,
The panting Thunderer nods, and sinks to rest.

That is not what ALP expects from him and, Orpheo like, she is ready to lead HCE 
out of his shadowy Hades (shades). If he stood under (understood) now it's time that 
he stand up!

621.24:  Reach down. A lil mo. So. Draw back your glave. Hot and hairy,
621.25:  hugon, is your hand! Here's where the falskin begins. Smoos as
621.26:  an infams.

But “understood” may imply that he has already “stood” down there (under). Finally!
So it's time now to take hold of it. But there is a change of perspective. ALP looks 
like a tender mother who is teaching her “baby” to stand on his own. She makes use 
of baby-talk (A lil mo). The series of “h”s (Hot-hairy-hugon-hand-Here) may 
onomatopoeically suggest a teasing “aych-aych-aych-aych-aych”. The scene may 
also allude to the first erotic meeting of Joyce and Nora, whose hand did indeed 
“reach down there”. HCE, the Great Father (padder avilky), has become the “Little 
Father”, as Russians affectionately called the czar. In fact “glave” may hint at Russian
“голова → golova” (head).  A further “shrinking” is shown by the “hill of Howth” 
which turns into a “molehill”, if we reverse “lil mo → mo lil ”. At any rate it's ALP 
who now takes things in hand, showing away that of the rude HCE (Hot and hairy, 
hugon, is your hand!) who firmly hugs (hugon) his unfaithful (hugon → Huguenot), 
huge (hugon), or perhaps not so huge (hugon ↔ no hug → Huguenot ↔ not hugue) 
royal sceptre (glave → glaive : sword & Italian “clava” : club). In fact “hugon” may 
allude to the French hobgoblin King Hugon, but also to the Byzantine emperor 
“Hugon” of the chanson de geste “Le Pèlerinage de Charlemagne or Voyage de 
Charlemagne à Jérusalem et à Constantinople ”, who was said to “wear a crown” 
(→ male member's size and quality) better than that of Charlemagne's. There is then a
further reference to “Hugon de Montboissier”, who, in 983, built a Benedictine 
“Saint Michael's Abbey” in Piedmont. He was nicknamed “the unstitched”, because 
of his squandering habits.  From “Montboissier” we may pick up a “hunch” 
(boissier → bossu : French hunch-back) and a “drink” (boissier → boisson); with 
possible allusions to the episode of Kersse the tailor and the Norwegian Captain.
In all this there is of course an overt reference to the story of blind old Isaac deceived 
by Jacob (disguised, infamous infant!, as his hairy brother Esau) under the shrewd 
directions of his mother Rebekah (Genesis 27). “Here's where the falskin begins. 
Smoos as an infams” mirroring the biblic: “And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, 
Behold, Esau my brother is a hairy man, and I am a smooth man”. All this to suggest 
how tricky the passage is. ALP plays indeed the role of Isaac's keen wife. She 
uncovers the glans (glave), the member's head (голова), morphing the “false skin” 



(falskin) into a foreskin (prepuce), but also in a “false keen”, a feigned “lament” 
(keen). And “Smoos” is not only the delicate “smooth”, but also Italian “smuss-ato” 
(dull, blunted, softened). The same for “infams”, that is not only “infant” but also 
“infamous”.  In conclusion: that delicate member of the family has been the object of 
infamous slandering, false “skinning” (Here's where the falskin begins), deserving 
thus a due lament (keen), no matter how unworthy  HCE may be (false kin/keen → 
can-can).

Needless to say that the whole (621.20-26) may be read from a different perspective 
(falskin) if “bearspaw” is an allegory of the “penis” (the hand tool) of such a huge 
and hairy creature. In which case that would be the rehearsal of young ALP's (read: 
Issy)  deflowering, as previously suggested.  And 621.24-26 would be the description 
of the girl begging the Beast to be gentle with her. The text does not need further 
elucidations. Either way what comes after is the recollection of the gossips 
surrounding such a stately figure.

621.26:  One time you told you'd been burnt in ice. And one
621.27:  time it was chemicalled after you taking a lifeness. Maybe that's
621.28:  why you hold your hodd as if. And people thinks you missed the
621.29:  scaffold. Of fell design.

These seem to be allusions to venereal disease. The “ice burn” (burnt in ice) could be 
the result of “ice packs” used to cool down his inflamed “painis”. Note too that “ice” 
might hint at German “heiss” (hot, torrid, steamy). Whereas “chemicalled” are 
“drugs” used to cure a lifeless (lifeness) phallus. “Lifeless” that hints at “still life”, 
Italian “natura morta” (lit. dead nature).  “chemicalled” being also the “chimes and 
the calls” (pranks and insults) that tagged him. And that may be the cause of  the 
“drawn back” attitude (why you hold your hodd as if.) of his eccentric (h-odd) penis 
(hodd → head), “as if.” (“.” → censured remembrance) what once happened might 
happen again. In fact he ran the risk of being emasculated (missed the scaffold) and 
he wouldn't like to be felled by similar awful plans (Of fell design).

Of course the passage may be read through the eyes of peep-holing people (people) 
who “chemi-called” him further names. Namely:

(1) That he was always in such a heat (burnt in ice) that his dick kept burning no 
matter how much ice one would put on it. 

(2) That once he had been photographed (chemicalled) while he was masturbating, 
giving his “still life dick”  a semblance of liveness (lifeness). 

(3) That he was used to make exhibitions of his odd rod (your hodd → “r-hodd”), 
now “hooded” (hodd) and now “as if.”  (“.” → censured exhibition) and to take hold 
of  it (you hold your hodd) as if it were a weapon ready to (as if. → “.” → censured ) 
shove it up their “as ifs”. 



Thus that he deserved to be hanged; the drawing (design) of his awful felling (Of fell) 
shown to the world, so that people might think about it (people thinks).

621.29:  I'll close me eyes. So not to see. Or see only
621.30:  a youth in his florizel, a boy in innocence, peeling a twig, a child be-
621.31:  side a weenywhite steed. The child we all love to place our hope in
621.32:  for ever.  

Why, for ALP that is indeed a foul awful design (Of fell design), a conspiracy she 
refuses to give credit to (I'll close me eyes. So not to see), ready to turn that filth into 
the graphic rendering of HCE's afflictions , as if in a drawing by H. Granville Fell 
(Of fell design → Fell's design of a felled fellow )

Making use of her imagination, she turns the three accusations into a reverberation of 
her childhusband's illumination. 

(1) He has been accused of being exceedingly lecherous, but he is only a youth 
whom natural instincts go through (a youth in his florizel → flowery zeal), as in 
Dylan Thomas' poem: “The force that through the green fuse drives the flower” 
(1933/1934). “florizel” alluding to Florizel, Prince Charming of the Sleepy Beauty 
pantomime; and also to Florizel, prince of Bohemia of Shakepeare's “Winter's Tale”; 
and last not least to another Florizel Prince of Bohemia, the one of R.L. Stevenson's 
“New Arabian Nights”. But the Shakespearean Florizel was fond of Perdita, whose 
Italian feminine name means “the lost one”, thus a “lost woman”, thus a “strumpet”. 
Stressing what a whoremonger HCE is. As for Stevenson's Florizel he frequented the 
“Suicide Club”, hinting at HCE's “fateful end”. How about “Debasement”?

(2) The second accusation has to do with “masturbation” and exhibitionism. But for 
ALP there is only an innocent child playing with his pee (peeling a twig) and 
exploring, that is laying bare (peeling), its potentialities.



(3) Last not least  his preposterous (sometimes pro-posterior) sexuality. But that is no 
more than the manifestation of his all encompassing solar force, as shown in card 
XIX of A.E. Waite (weenywhite) Tarot deck, the Sun (→ Son): “a child beside a 
weenywhite steed”, that is ready to unbridle the hoarsepower of his “mane-hood” 
(hodd):

 
There is in fact a “horseplay”, since the child is not “beside” the “steed”, but is riding 
him. And it is the child who is “weeny”, not the horse. A “weenywhite steed” is a toy. 
Thus the “rod” or the “head” that he is holding (you hold your hodd as if) is not the 
“dick” the slanderers insinuate, but the stick of the hobby-horse, an “as if steed”. 
Nonetheless ALP's confusion has a Freudian side. The white steed is the fatherly 
figure that is controlled by the son/sun,  the sonshining Shaun, namely “The child we 
all love to place our hope in for ever.”, HCE's victorious substitute; surrounded by 
sunflowers that recall the heliotrope of the children's game (II,2) and overviewed by a
solar disk that has definite feminine traits, i.e. a motherly figure. Making use of some 
Qabbalah and posing [10] as [1] we may in fact transform XIX into 111, ALP's 
number. 

621.32:  All men has done something. Be the time they've come to
621.33:  the weight of old fletch. We'll lave it. So. 

At any rate, even assuming that HCE had been guilty of indecent acts, that would 
not be such a scandal, because, no matter how willing the spirit, it is a well known 
fact that the flesh (fletch) is weak and keeps being such until age (old fletch) takes the
lead (weight) and cannot be “wicked” any more. That is a common thing among men.
That is William Congreve's “The way of the world” (the weight of old) and Samuel 
Butler's “The Way of All Flesh” (the weight of old fletch); that is (i) a Restoration play 
(→ a play that restores) and (ii) a novel denouncing hypocrisy. “fletch” may also hint 
at the Jacobean playwright John Fletcher, co-author of “The Tragedy of Rollo, Duke 



of Normandy”; the same Rollo we met in the Post-Scriptum  of ALP's letter, where 
she said that she was his sweetheart. Moreover since “Fletch”, in Irish folklore, is a 
“doppelgänger ” that adds to HCE's double aspect. In fact somewhat “shitty”, since 
the term is related to Old English “faecce”, which we can change into “faeces”. But 
as usual ALP does not care and she is ready to wash away (lave → French laver, 
Italian lavare, Spanish lavar) all the dirt of that old sinner, to leave (lave) behind her 
what has been and turn over a new leaf (lave).

XXX


